Outside the law | Crossword

Never mind that string of
courtroom victories – here’s
the ultimate test of your legal
skills. Take up the challenge
set by Brisbane barrister
John-Paul Mould.

Mould’s maze #3
Across
1 Female Brisbane state magistrate,
especially Children’s Court. (5)
3 HCA decision regarding constructive trusts
and unconscionable conduct. (11)
7 Period in years within which to bring a
defamation action. (3)
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8 Of the same mind, ’.. idem’. (2)
9 Predecessor of Senior Counsel. (2)
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10 Equally, ‘pari .....’. (5)
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12 A type of undertaking signed by an accused
to assure the court of their next appearance. (4)
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13 A trial within a trial, usually on an evidential
point, ‘voir ....’.(4)
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15 FCA case precluding re-opening of parenting
orders except in the event of a significant
material change in circumstances, ‘.... v Asplund’. (4)
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17 In the course of trial, ‘sub ......’. (6)
20 Formal answer given to criminal charges. (4)
22 Doctrine enabling only a party
to a contract to sue. (7)
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24 Appeal anew. (6)
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29 Legislation governing loan contracts (abbr.). (3)
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32 Confer or devolve. (4)
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34 Judicial officer presiding on divorces. (9)
37 Murder trial involving the Singh family. (4)
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28 The essence of an offence or cause of action. (8)
30 An element of negligence. (10)
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38 Unilateral, common or mutual. (7)
40 Government body against which CTP claims
are made where a vehicle is unidentified or
unregistered, ‘....... Defendant’. (7)
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41 Fee security common to solicitors
and mechanics. (4)

19 Agent at a meeting. (5)

42 The thing speaks for itself, ‘res ipsa ........’. (8)

21 Antonym of inquisitorial. (11)

43 HL case establishing the rule precluding
a party from discharging an obligation by
part performance, Foakes v ..... (4)

25 Non-binding judicial commentary. (6)

Solution on page 64

23 Against the world, ‘.. rem’. (2)
26 Court that deals, inter alia, with family law,
migration, AAT appeals and bankruptcy
(abbr.). (3)

Down
1 Deoxyribonucleic acid. (3)

27 Utmost good faith, ‘........ fides’. (8)

2 Seize and confiscate, usually by a bailiff. (11)
4 Rules governing all state civil matters (abbr.). (4)

28 Surname of barristers Tony, Chris and Andrew;
solicitors Peter, Rod, Nina, Travis and Andrew;
Christian name of Justice Fryberg (6)

5 Substituting another contract, as in a lease. (8)

29 Court sanctioned agreement, ‘....... order’. (7)

6 Pleading of a plaintiff following a defence. (5)

31 Right of way over land owned by another. (8)

11 Unique, ‘... generis’. (3)

33 Baby victim in HCA dingo murder case. (6)

13 Senior counsel in the Bayden-Clay matter. (5)

35 Maximum number of people in a
Queensland jury. (6)

3 Co-accused in the Sian Kingi murder. (4)

14 Judicial position of Robert French AC (abbr.). (2)
15 Tort for the recovery of goods. (8)
16 Purpose of CPD points (abbr.). (3)
18 The official plaintiff of the ATO (abbr.). (3)
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36 Years within which to commence a
personal injuries claim in court. (5)
39 Title of barristers Brown, Clothier and
Wilson as of 31 October 2011. (2)
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